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Summary

For shot-profile migration, illumination compensation can

be achieved if the imaging condition incorporates a

deconvolution (division in the frequency domain) of the up-

going wavefield by the down-going wavefield. To avoid

division by zero, the deconvolution requires the selection of

a damping parameter that turns out to be quite difficult to

select. Consequently, a cross-correlation of the two

wavefields is often selected. Alternatively, the zeros in the

spectrum of the down-going wavefield can be filled with an

average of the neighboring points. Therefore, instead of

dividing by the wavefield, we can divide by a smoothed

version of it. Smoothing is robust and easy to parameterize.

It also corrects illumination problems in the migrated

images.

Introduction

With shot-profile migration (SPM), better images can be

obtained by implementing better imaging conditions. The

imaging condition can impact both amplitudes and

migration artifacts (Valenciano and Biondi, 2003).

Historically, and for practical reasons, the imaging

condition is usually estimated by cross-correlating the

down- (D) and up-going (U) wavefields (Claerbout, 1971):
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where vector x=[x,y] and z are the surface and depth

positions, respectively, ! is the frequency, x s the shot

position and (‘) is the complex conjugate. This formulation

is an approximation of Claerbout’s original conjecture that

reflectivity should be estimated dividing U by D.  To avoid

division by zero, the imaging condition becomes:
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where " is a damping parameter to be estimated. Equation

(2) is also known as deconvolution imaging condition.

Although the imaging condition in equation (2) is more

desirable, practitioners opt more often for the cross-

correlation imaging condition of equation (1). The reason is

simple: choosing "   is rather arbitrary and the final results

prove to be quite sensitive to it. In addition, it remains

difficult to choose one " that would work for most datasets.

This paper presents an alternative to equation (2) by

dividing the denominator with a smooth version of DD’.

The idea is to fill-up the spectral holes of D D ’  by

neighboring values, instead of some arbitrary number like

" .  We show that this new formulation yields better

amplitudes and is quite robust to the choice of parameters

for the smoothing windows. We illustrate this new imaging

condition with a 2D line from the C3 dataset, Sigsbee 2A

and the BP dataset (Billette and Brandsberg-Dahl, 2005).

Imaging condition with smoothing

The main idea for our new imaging condition is to use the

neighboring points to fill-up the spectral holes. Therefore,

instead of estimating an image with I2 in equation (2), we

propose computing:
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where “<<.>>” stands for smoothing. The denominator can

be smoothed with a triangle, Gaussian or any filter we like.

In this paper, we choose triangle filters. One advantage

with this formulation is that the only parameter to choose,

the width of the smoothing filter, has more physical appeal

than the damping parameter " in equation (2): depending on

the subsurface complexity, we can select wider or smaller

smoothing windows.

For 2-D migration, for each frequency, the smoothing is

done in 1-D across the inline direction. In 3-D, the

smoothing filter becomes 2-D (inline and crossline).

Basically, the smoothing of DD’  can be done in any

dimension used in the imaging condition. The smoothing of

the denominator can be interpreted as a “poor-man”

interpolation with a cheap Prediction Error Filter.

Other imaging conditions

Smoothing can be used for any desired imaging condition,

such as the space-shift imaging condition of Rickett and

Sava (2002):
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where h=[hx, hy] is the subsurface offset vector,  or the

time-shift imaging condition of Sava and Fomel (2005).

Examples

We show the smoothing imaging condition for 3 synthetic

dataset of increasing complexity. In the first case, we show

the result of SPM for one shot extracted from the SEG-

EAGE 3D salt model. Then we illustrate our technique on

the Sigsbee 2A and BP dataset (Billette and Brandsberg-

Dahl, 2005).

C3 2-D example

Figure 1a shows the result of SPM with cross-correlation

only. The base of salt and the subsalt events are not very

strong. By using the imaging condition in equation (2) with

damping, the subsalt events start to appear, as illustrated in

Figures 1b, 1c and 1d. These Figures differ in the choice of

the damping value. For this dataset, it seems that a value of

0.0001 yields the best result. With a smaller value (Figure

1d), artifacts start to appear within and below the salt,

which suggests that the final migration will be quite

sensitive the value of ".

Now, looking at Figure 2 where the SPM was ran with the

smoothing imaging condition of equation (2), we notice a

different behavior. Similar to Figure 1, we change the size

of the smoothing window which, in essence, corresponds to

changing the damping value in Figure 1. In Figure 2b, with

a size of 200 (a fifth of the total horizontal length), the

subsalt reflections are already apparent. Decreasing the size

of the window down to 50 samples wide, does not alter the

image significantly.

The points we illustrate at this stage are as follows:

•  Both the damping (equation (2)) and smoothing

(equation (3)) approach can compensate for

illumination issues in SPM.

•  Choosing " in the damping approach is not trivial,

and the final result can be quite sensitive to it

(e.g., Figure 1).

•  Choosing the window size in the smoothing

approach is a much easier, and the final result is

quite robust to it.

Figure 1: (a) Cross-correlation Imaging condition I1. (b)

Imaging  with damping and "=0.001, (c) "=0.0001 and (d),

"=0.00001. (c) shows the best result with stronger subsalt

reflections. Note that in (d), some artifacts (see arrows) start to

appear.

Now, we compare the cross-correlation, damping and

smoothing approach on the Sigsbee 2A dataset.

Sigsbee 2A

We show the result of SPM on the Sigsbee 2A dataset. This

dataset is notorious for having illumination problems below

the salt. In Figure 3, we show the result of SPM with cross-

correlation imaging condition. The subsalt reflections are

very week below 15000 ft.

In Figure 4, we show the result of SPM with division and

damping. It took a certain number of iterations on a shot to

find an adequate value of " (which value is not relevant

here). As expected the subsalt reflections are much

stronger, showing some details that we not visible in Figure

3.

(a) Cross-correlation

(b) Epsilon 0.001

(c) Epsilon 0.0001

(d) Epsilon 0.00001

Base of salt

artifacts
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Figure 2: (a) Cross-correlation imaging condition. (b) Imaging

condition with smoothing with a triangle of size 200, (c) size

100 and (d), size 50. The final result is robust to the size of the

triangle function and shows strong subsalt reflections

In Figure 5, SPM is ran with smoothing (equation (3)).

Similar to the division with damping, division with

smoothing helps improving the strength of subsalt

reflections. The size of the triangle filter is 200 samples,

which is equal to the window size of Figure 2b. This

example illustrates that the proposed method yields similar

result as the division with damping and is easier to

parameterize. In the next example, we illustrate our

imaging condition on the BP synthetic data example.

BP model

Figures 6 and 7 show the migration results with cross-

correlation and smoothing, respectively. Note that the

surface-related multiples were attenuated with SRME after

migration in the image space.

Figure 3: Result of SPM using the cross-correlation

imaging condition. The subsalt reflections are very weak

due to a poor illumination.

Figure 4: Result of SPM with the division and damping

(equation (2)). The subsalt events are now more visible

thanks to the illumination correction.

(a) Cross-correlation

(b) Smoothing n=200

(c) Smoothing n=100

(d) Smoothing n=50

Base of salt
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Figure 5: Result of SPM with the imaging condition with

smoothing. The size of the filter is 200 samples, similar to

what we had for the previous example. The subsalt

reflections are also well recovered.

Again, the subsalt reflectors are better illuminated in Figure

6 than in Figure 7. The size of the smoothing filter is also

200 samples which proves, one more time, the robustness

of this technique.

Conclusion

A deconvolution imaging condition can be efficiently

approximated by smoothing the denominator as opposed to

adding a damping parameter. The smoothing is easy to

parameterize, i.e., only the size of the smoothing filter has

to be chosen. As an added benefit, the migration results are

quite robust to the size of the filters. Tests on the C3 2-D,

Sigsbee and BP dataset show considerable improvements in

area of poor illumination with the new imaging condition.
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Figure 6: SPM migration result with cross-correlation imaging

condition. The reflectors below Z=4000m are very weak

Figure 7: SPM migration with division with smoothing (equation

(3)). The reflectors are stronger below 4000m. The window size is

also 200 samples.
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